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Desperately unemployed, Arianne, answers an ad that reads Woman Wanted. With miniscule hours and
excellent pay, she accepts the position of courtesan to Derek, a handsomely dashing man, whom she finds
out is a billionaire. Engaging in a game of cat and mouse, will they drive each other crazy…or will they fall
in love first.
______________________________________

Sexy Excerpt

Picking up the remote with one hand and the coffee mug with the other, she alternated between surfing
channels and sipping wine. She stopped at two naked females passionately exploring each other’s body.
Blankly staring at the screen she finished the bottle of red wine, consumed her precooked, fast-frozen meal in
a container and had changed to white wine, without noticing the difference. Tossing the empty dish onto the
coffee table, the fork bounced off and landed on the newspaper. She bent down to pick it up. The ad she had
read to Taylor caught her eye. “What the hell.” She picked her laptop up off the coffee table, typed in the
website then clicked on e-box twenty four.

Hi. I’m Derek. I’m looking for a woman. I don’t want a girlfriend or a lover. Just a mutually sexually
satisfying companion. The work will be minimal and the pay will be excellent. If interested email me your
name, an introduction - 100 words or less - and a photo to entice me to hire you.

Arianne drank her wine and stared at the laptop screen for fifteen minutes while she had a mental debate.
The “yes” voice in her head won out. The wine may have helped. She linked the digital camera to the
computer then walked to her room and stripped. She stood in front of the small mirror and tried to choose her
sexiest pose. Having chosen the conservative one of standing with her hands at her sides, legs spread apart;
Arianne positioned herself in front of the camera and clicked the trigger. In a moment the picture appeared
on the screen.

Appraising her body, Arianne smiled - soft curves, ample breasts and a neatly trimmed puff of hair below her
belly button. It was a sexy body, not ravishing like a movie star’s, but it had enticed a few of the male
gender. With some careful editing she deleted the background of the picture until all she had was a naked,
headless picture of herself. She attached the photo to an email and began to type her message.

My name is Arianne. I’m 25 and recently unemployed so I’m ready to explore any job opportunity.
Especially one that will pay an excellent salary. I keep in shape. I like to party but I don’t do drugs. I’m not a
virgin, but I am clean—no STD’s. I’ve never done anything like this before. I don’t jump into bed with every
guy I meet. I’m just a regular girl pushed into a corner and is desperately looking for a way out.

How much is “excellent pay”?

She hit the send button. No turning back now. While online she did a daily depressing search of the job
listings. As she was about to click off, she noticed her email icon was flashing.

Hello Arianne. This is Derek. I am 28 and employed. I also like to keep in shape, but I enjoy a lazy day
doing nothing but watching TV. There will be no drugs involved—only sex. I don’t have the time or the



patience for a relationship.

Job description - service me at least once a week - say every Tuesday. I will supply an apartment for our
meetings. I don’t want to wine and dine you. There is no emotional involvement. I want to walk in, fuck and
leave.

Pay - how does $8,000 a month - to start - sound? Reply.
Derek.

“Sounds pretty damn good!”
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From reader reviews:

Charles Stephens:

Do you one of people who can't read gratifying if the sentence chained inside straightway, hold on guys that
aren't like that. This A Kept Woman book is readable through you who hate the perfect word style. You will
find the information here are arrange for enjoyable studying experience without leaving even decrease the
knowledge that want to supply to you. The writer of A Kept Woman content conveys objective easily to
understand by many people. The printed and e-book are not different in the articles but it just different as it.
So , do you nonetheless thinking A Kept Woman is not loveable to be your top record reading book?

Bobby Hall:

This A Kept Woman usually are reliable for you who want to be a successful person, why. The reason of this
A Kept Woman can be one of several great books you must have is actually giving you more than just simple
reading through food but feed you with information that maybe will shock your earlier knowledge. This book
is usually handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions at e-book and printed people.
Beside that this A Kept Woman giving you an enormous of experience such as rich vocabulary, giving you
tryout of critical thinking that we understand it useful in your day task. So , let's have it and enjoy reading.

Stephen Bruns:

This book untitled A Kept Woman to be one of several books which best seller in this year, honestly, that is
because when you read this e-book you can get a lot of benefit on it. You will easily to buy this specific book
in the book store or you can order it by using online. The publisher in this book sells the e-book too. It makes
you easier to read this book, as you can read this book in your Smartphone. So there is no reason to you to
past this publication from your list.

Melissa Fanning:

With this era which is the greater individual or who has ability in doing something more are more special
than other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple way to have that. What you are related is just
spending your time not much but quite enough to possess a look at some books. One of many books in the
top list in your reading list will be A Kept Woman. This book and that is qualified as The Hungry Hillsides
can get you closer in growing to be precious person. By looking upward and review this publication you can
get many advantages.
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